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IT's me again and back the song for the Guardian X with the version of the Donkey Kong Rap all thanks
to my friend in High School who is a big fan of Capcom and Nintendo!
So I got bored in Creative Writing did this song for him! I do not own Anything
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1 - Guardian X Rap

Author's Notes:

GothDemon This is me again with a theme song for the Guardian X a version from the Donkey
Kong Rap!

Leviathan We really don't need a theme song! (evil glare)

Harpuia I agreed with her on this one!

Fefnir Why are theme song really sucks! Oh Silver Horror do not own all of us from Capcom or
the lyric! She does not own Nintendo Donkey Kong! (Wrestling Phantom)

Phantom Enjoy! OW that was my back! (In pain)

--------------------------------------------

Guardian X Rap

H-H-H...Here we go!
So they're finally here, performing for you
If you know the words, you can join in too
Put your hands together if you want to clap
As we take you through this fun-ky rap! HUH!
G.X.! Guardian X!
He's the leader of the bunch. You know him well.
He's a clone of X and a leader of the Neo Arcadia!
His Guardians can kill you
If he sees ya, you've better run!
He's powerful! evil! and tougher too!
He's the first member of the GX crew!
G.X.! Guardian X! HEY!
G.X.! Guardian X is here!
This Guardian's got style, so listen up boys!
She maybe beautiful, but inside she's evil!
She's perky n' loyal when she needs to be
She swims in the water and never catch a cold!
If you sees her, you better run
from her ice dragon attack
With a pose and loyal, she's ONE HOT GUARDIAN!
G.X.! Guardian X!
He has a cold-heart, he has no mercy
This Guardian...has a mysterious personality



He can be quick when he wants to
And has a skills to kill
anyone who steps in his way
This sil-ent Guardian just digs this tune! HEY!
G.X.! (G.X.!) Guardian X!
G.X.! (G.X.!) Guardian X is here!
He's back again, and about time, too
And this time, he's not in the mood!
He can fly real high
with his jetpack on...
With his two swords, he's one calm Guardian!
He can make you scare
when sees his going to kill you...
But, Zero beware
'cause he's out after you!
G.X.! Guardian X!
G.X.! Guardian X!
(fading)
G.X.! Guardian X!
G.X...
Fi-nal-ly, he's here for you!
It's the LAST member of the G.X. crew!
This Guardian's...so strong, His violent!
Can make a Zero cry out for Mummy!
He loves battle with all of his heart
Makes all the humans bow down before him
He may move slow; he carried two huge guns
But this Guardian's one heck of a guy! Hehehe...
Come on Zero!
Take it to the stage!
Humans, Resistance Base, reploid beware!
Guardians X is going kill you!
REPEAT
Oh, yeah!
REPEAT (and fading)

Silver horror What do you think? Harpy!

Harpuia SHUT UP ON THAT! (enraged)

Leviathan it's sucks!

Fefnir its excellent! (Singing it repeated over again)

Harpuia and Leviathan FEFNIR!

Phantom in a body cast Reviews or Our baby selves will cry No matter what!



The Baby Guardians with big eyes starting to cry.

Silver Horror calming them down NO you did it big time! Phantom!

Phantom Reviews please!
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